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CUSTOM
LOGO

Looking to stand out from the crowd?

Looking to make a lasting impression on your customers? 

Looking for something unique, usable, high-class and a little bit fun? 

LOOK NO FURTHER!

The luxurious “squeezability” of our balls makes them the world’s finest stress 
balls as well!

Put your logo into your customers’ hands.

Emblazon your logo or theme 
onto our deluxe juggling balls.

Whether you have an upcoming trade show, sales meeting, or would just 
like to give a kind “thank-you” to your employees or customers, we have 
something for you. We have perfected customized juggling equipment and 
taken it to a new level of quality and promotional impact.

Our “lickety split” service has been saving the day for last minute customers 
over and over again. So, should you like to add an exciting new product to 
your marketing mix and want to do it with a company you can trust, give us a 
toll free call at 1-877-BALLS4U.
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JUGGLING BALL
KITS

Higgins Brothers manufactures many different, beautiful juggling ball sets.
We have the perfect set for your customers!

Each set comes with standard sized and weighted balls, with full instructions.

HB BEGINNER 
JUGGLING SET

Three (3) beginner juggling balls. 

In clam with YouTube instructions.

Assembled & packaged in Canada.

ITEM # 1305

WORLD’S FINEST KIT

Three (3) professional 

juggling balls. In black 

leatherette box with 

instructions.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1000

COMPLETE JUGGLING 
ENSEMBLE

Three (3) professional juggling 

balls. In blister pack with our 

Juggling 101 DVD.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1583

HB JUGGLING 
BALL SET

Three (3) professional juggling balls. 

In clam with YouTube instructions.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1505

WORLD’S FINEST 
8 PANEL KIT

Three (3) 8 Panel juggling balls.

In black leatherette box with 

instructions.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1600
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JUGGLING BALL
BEANBAGS - BULK

Handcrafted at Higgins Brothers from beautiful and bright stretch fabric. Our great 
selection will please even the most fickle of jugglers.  Balls made from our high-end fabric 
are considered the best in the world! 

HB JUGGLING BALL

Our 130g juggling ball is our most 

popular juggling ball. 4 Panels - 

available in solid colour, 2 colour 

or 4 colour balls!

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1003

HB ARTISTE BALL

The new Higgins Brothers Artiste 

Juggling Ball is specifically designed 

for high performance juggling. Slightly 

larger & heavier than our popular 

130g HB juggling ball. 

ITEM # 1002

2.83” DIA” – 155 G

HB SMALL BALL

These small juggling balls are great 

for small hands or numbers juggling!

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1004

2” DIA - 75 G

HB PERFORMER BALL

This is a very popular ball for those 

folks who juggle 5 balls. Steady in the 

air for perfect catches and are large 

enough to see clearly on stage.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1005

3” DIA - 225 G

2.5” DIA - 130 G

HB BIG BALL

Juggle these bad boys for 20 minutes 

a day and you will have arms like 

Popeye!

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1001

3.75” DIA - 460 G

3 BALL MESH BAG

Great for carrying 3 standard 

size juggling balls. Displays 

nicely in stores and is an 

excellent “add on”.

11” X 4”

ITEM # 1607

HB 8 PANEL BALL

An eight panel ball made from our 

beautiful juggling ball fabric A joy 

to juggle and even nicer to look at! 

One of our personal favorites.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1250

2.75” DIA - 140 G

HB SCHOOL SPECIAL BALL - 
BEGINNER

This budget ball is perfect for large 

group lessons, schools, camps

etc etc. Very durable.

ITEM # 1011

2.25” DIA - 90 G

Made in Canada.
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JUGGLING BALL
STAGE/CONTACT

Stage balls are juggling balls produced from a variety of materials. 
They are often used for performance as they are usually easier to see than sewn juggling 
balls. Also good for contact juggling.

ACRYLIC CONTACT BALL

This 4” acrylic ball is great for 

contact juggling. Highly used 

by performers and flow artists.

100MM

ITEM # 1073

STAGE BALL 100 MM

Just like the 70mm, but larger. 

This ball is often used as a 

practise ball for contact juggling.

100 MM - 200 G

ITEM # 1530

STAGE BALL 80 MM

The 80mm size is a great balance 

between ease of use and visibility

80 MM - 150 G

SIL-X BALL

This stage ball is filled with 

liquid silicone. Super stable.

ITEM # 1749

78 MM - 150 G

STAGE BALL 70 MM

Perfectly round, evenly 

weighted and virtually seamless.

ITEM # 1913

70 MM - 100 G

SIL-X HYBRID BALL

Made using the shell of a Sil 

X ball, but filled with millet.

ITEM # 1758

75 MM- 150 G

Made in USA.

MMX JUGGLING BALL

The MMX ball is a stage ball 

filled with millet.

ITEM # 1912

MMX PLUS JUGGLING BALL

Same as the MMX ball, these 

UV reactive, millet filled stage 

balls are a great ball.

ITEM # 1013

67MM - 135G

LUSTER LED BALL

LED ball, filled for weight control, 

with easy to change batteries. 

These balls are very bright, and 

fun to juggle. Several colours 

available.

ITEM # 1670

70 MM - 140 G

Made in USA.

62 MM - 115 G
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DIABOLOS
PACKAGED SETS

Each of our packaged diabolos sets come with your choice of 4” Diabolo, 12” Jive 
Handsticks, and our exclusive YouTube instructions!  Perfect sets for your store!  

HB TROPIC DIABOLO IN CLAM

Our Tropic diabolo in clam. Complete with 

handsticks and YouTube instructions.

Assembled and packaged in Canada

ITEM # 1673

 

HB LAVATEK DIABOLO IN 
CLAM

Our LavaTek diabolo in clam. Complete 

with handsticks and YouTube instructions.

Made in Canada

ITEM # 1672

DIABOLOS
BULK

Higgins Brothers manufactures and imports several types of diabolos.  We have something for anyone from 
beginner to professional performers. All bulk diabolos do not come with handsticks.

HB TROPIC  DIABOLO

The World’s most popular diabolo 

designed by Dan Higgins and 

Cirque du Soleil. Brightly coloured, 

semi-soft EVA cups with our new 

composite center piece. 4” dia.

Assembled in Canada.

ITEM # 1915

LENGTH 4.75”
DIAMETER 4.25” 182G

* handsticks not included

HB LAVATEK DIABOLO

High quality brightly coloured, 

swirled diabolo.

Each diabolo is a work of art.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1253

LENGTH 4.75”
DIAMETER 4.25” 180G

* handsticks not included

HB CRAZY DIAMOND DIABOLO

These diabolo cups are injection 

molded from extremely clear EVA 

which makes them look absolutely 

amazing in the sunlight.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1774

LENGTH 4.75”
DIAMETER 4.25” 180G

* handsticks not included

HB AG GLOW DIABOLO

The HB Glow Diabolo is awesome 

for performances in the dark or at 

night. Just charge under the sun or 

lamp and the glow of this diabolo 

will shine bright.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1007

LENGTH 4.75”
DIAMETER 4.25” 178G

* handsticks not included
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HB VIRGO DIABOLO

Molded from high impact rubber with all metal hubs, the Virgo 

diabolo competes with many diabolos at almost double the price. 

A highly recommended 5 inch diabolo

ITEM # 1847

LENGTH 5.25”
DIAMETER 5.00” 253G

* handsticks not included

HB JUVEE 
BEARING DIABOLO

The Juvee Bearing Diabolo is a sweet single bearing diabolo. A 

great choice for beginner to intermediate diabolo players looking 

for a bearing diabolo that won’t break the bank.

ITEM # 1775

LENGTH 5.75”
DIAMETER 5.00” 216G

* handsticks not included

REVOLUTION 
BEARING DIABOLO

The HB Revolution is a beautiful triple bearing medium size diabolo. 

Spins up to 3 times longer than standard diabolos. Comes highly 

recommended from Higgins Brothers.

ITEM # 1848

LENGTH 5”
DIAMETER 4.12” 215G

* handsticks not included

HB RAIDER 
BEARING DIABOLO

The Raider is an amazingly smooth triple bearing diabolo. This 

diabolo can spin up to 3 times longer than any bearing diabolo and 

up to 20 times longer than many non-bearing diabolos.

ITEM # 1831

LENGTH 5.5”
DIAMETER 5.00” 274G

* handsticks not included

HB LED DIABOLO

The LED lights transition between blue, green and red and shine 

very bright through the clear EVA cups of the diabolo. Batteries 

are replaceable.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1778

LENGTH 4.75”
DIAMETER 4.25” 200G

* handsticks not included

HENRYS CIRCUS 
DIABOLO

The Henrys Circus diabolo is a perfect specimen. Manufactured to 

very high standards in Germany. The cups are real rubber with a 

plastic and stainless steel center which is great for stick grind tricks

ITEM # 1232

LENGTH 5.70”
DIAMETER 5.11” 270G

* handsticks not included

DIABOLOS
BULK

DIABOLO
HANDSTICKS/ACCESSORIES

No diabolo is complete without the perfect handsticks, string, or LED set.  We offer a wide 
variety of diabolo accessories right here!

JIVE DIABOLO 
HANDSTICKS

These 12” diabolo handsticks were 

designed with a little bit of flex in 

mind. From beginner to professional, 

these sticks are sure to please.

Comes with string. Length 12.5 “

ITEM # 1750

WOODEN DIABOLO 
HANDSTICKS

These are basic diabolo 

handsticks, complete with string.

Comes with string. Length 16”

Made in Canada/USA.

ITEM # 1019
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DIABOLO
HANDSTICKS/ACCESSORIES

HB PRIMO DIABOLO 
HANDSTICKS

These beautiful fiberglass 

diabolo handsticks are 

manufactured with a strong 

& lightweight fibreglass core 

and EVA grips. Comes with 

professional diabolo string.

Length 13 “ 62g

ITEM # 1864

LED SET FOR 
DIABOLO

These very bright LEDs 

transition between blue, 

green, red and fit on many of 

our diabolos including Tropic, 

LavaTek, Crazy Diamond, Glow, 

Juvee, Revolution, and Raider.

Use standard LR44 watch batteries available at any 

dollar store. BATTERIES ARE NOT INCLUDED.

ITEM # 1776

Batteries are not included

DIABOLO STRING
25m

The diabolo will spin very fast on 

this string and is great for advanced 

tricks. A perfect combination of 

performance and durability Good 

for all diabolo brands and all types 

of diabolo sticks

Available in orange, blue, yellow or white

ITEM # 1070

DIABOLO INSTRUCTION 
BOOKLET

13 page booklet that teaches the basics 

of diabolo. In French and English.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1020

HB CIRCUS DIABOLO STRING 
40M

A 40 meter roll of professional diabolo string. Diabolo string should be replaced as much as possible. The 

moment the string gets dirty, its time to replace. This diabolo string is tightly wound to a 1.6mm diameter

ITEM # 1078

JUGGLING CLUBS
PACKAGED SETS & BULK

All clubs are completely professional and come in a large assortment of colours!  

SPIRIT JUGGLING CLUBS - 
TAPED HANDLE

Three (3) of our Spirit Clubs in nice, 

solid packaging. Comes complete with 

full instructions and exclusive YouTube 

instructions!

Decorated, assembled and packaged in Canada

ITEM # 1722PK

IN CLAM

EURO ECLIPSE JUGGLING 
CLUBS

Three (3) of our Euro Eclipse clubs, 

decorated with durable laserdust mylar 

foil. Comes with full instructions and 

exclusive YouTube instructions!

Decorated, assembled and packaged in Canada

ITEM # 1730PK

IN CLAM

http://higginsbrothers.com/en/
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JUGGLING CLUBS
PACKAGED SETS & BULK

SPIRIT JUGGLING CLUB

The HB Spirit club is an extremely durable Unibody juggling club 

molded from high impact materials. FLEX TEK 2.0 features our new 

“Flex-Tek” rotational mold technology making this club the softest 

and most flexible unibody juggling club on the market

ITEM # 1720

CLUB LENGTH - 19.5 IN
WEIGHT - 195G

* sold individually

SPIRIT JUGGLING CLUB

Same as our HB Spirit clubs, but with colourful taped handles.

Decorated in Canada.

ITEM # 1722

TAPED HANDLE

CLUB LENGTH - 19.5 IN
WEIGHT - 195G

* sold individually

EURO ECLIPSE 
JUGGLING CLUB

The handles are carefully wrapped in white vinyl tape and bodies 

are decorated with durable laserdust mylar foil.

Decorated in Canada.

ITEM # 1730

CLUB LENGTH - 19.5 IN
WEIGHT - 198G

* sold individually

HB ZAPPA CLUB

HB FLOW CLUBS

This beautiful juggling club features a polyethylene handle 

wrapped around a maple dowel core creating an air-cushioned 

handle. Both knob and end are made from heavy duty rubber for 

maximum protection upon impact. This is a very sweet composite 

club for beginners to pros!

The Higgins Brothers FLOW is the best value juggling club. It’s 

absolutely amazing for beginners & professionals.  Features 

a polyethylene handle wrapped around a maple dowel core 

creating an air-cushioned handle. You will be very happy with this 

composite juggling club!

ITEM # 1732

ITEM # 1734

CLUB LENGTH - 20.5 IN
WEIGHT - 210G

CLUB LENGTH - 20.5 IN
WEIGHT - 204G

* sold individually

* sold individually

MOONUNIT CLUB

The MoonUnit Club from Higgins Brothers is a professional 

composite juggling club. This beautiful juggling club features a 

polyethylene handle wrapped around a maple dowel core creating 

an aircushioned handle. It’s the spawn of the Zappa

ITEM # 1733

CLUB LENGTH - 20.5 IN
WEIGHT - 210G

* sold individually

HB RAVE CLUB

Our Euro Eclipse club bodies have been fitted with two LED 

assemblies. One in the body and the other in the handle. Each LED 

assembly runs on 3 LR-54 batteries. Clubs are available in blue, 

red, green, purple, yellow, dual (2 colours) and 7 colour changing.

Made in Canada/USA.

ITEM # 1747

CLUB LENGTH - 19.5 IN
WEIGHT - 200G

* sold individually

HB PRODIGY TORCH

The HB Prodigy Torch is manufactured with a soft wrapped silver 

handle and is fitted with a 50mm Kevlar fire wick. This juggling 

torch features a paraffin stopper, rubber knobs and holographic 

decorations They are nicely weighted, responsive and juggle very 

much like a professional juggling club

ITEM # 1852

CLUB LENGTH - 20.1 IN
WEIGHT - 280G

* sold individually

http://higginsbrothers.com/en/
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JUGGLING CLUBS
BULK

 

PX3 SIRIUS WRAPPED 
HANDLE

Due to an extremely innovative 

design, the new PX3 and PX4 

juggling clubs have no staples, 

tape or glue. This composite 

juggling club features a slightly 

flexible plastic dowel which makes 

for a very responsive club.

ITEM # 1745

CLUB LENGTH - 20.5 IN
WEIGHT - 225G

* sold individually

 

PX4 SIRIUS WRAPPED 
HANDLE

The PX4 Sirius is the latest 

evolution of Play’s juggling club 

range. Technical changes and 

modifications make these the most 

advanced clubs on the market.

ITEM # 1746

CLUB LENGTH - 20.5 IN
WEIGHT - 225G

* sold individually

 

HENRYS DELPHIN

A sweet German made 

juggling club. An amazing club 

at an amazing price. Preferred 

by all jugglers, from beginner 

to pro. Extremely popular all 

over the world.

ITEM # 1113

CLUB LENGTH - 20.5 IN
WEIGHT - 225G

* sold individually

 

HENRYS PIROUETTE GRIP 
TRAINING CLUB

The Pirouette Grip juggling club is 

an original and full of character. The 

body of this club is soft and ribbed 

making it great for half spin catches.

ITEM # 1114

CLUB LENGTH - 20.47 IN
WEIGHT - 216G

* sold individually

PX3 ALL FLORO CLUB

These juggling clubs are 

extremely popular with 

performers, schools & juggling 

groups.  A beautiful & perfect 

UV reactive juggling club.

ITEM # 1742

CLUB LENGTH - 20.30 IN
WEIGHT - 225G

* sold individually

CLUB/DIABOLO 
MESH BAG

Mesh bag can be used to hold or display 3 juggling clubs or 

4” and 5” diabolos with handsticks

ITEM # 1606

24” X 9”

HB JUGGLING 
KNIVES

The Higgins Brothers juggling knife is the best and most realistic 

looking knife on the market. It has a very nice weight for juggling 

and features an air cushioned wrapped handle just like a Euro 

juggling club.

juggling knives have NO cosmetic warranty

LENGTH - 21 IN
WEIGHT - 344G

ITEM # 1851
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DEVILSTICKS
PACKAGED & BULK

Each of our devilsticks are made with lots of TLC. 
 
Each set comes complete with (2) rubber coated handsticks

 

HB FLOWERSTICK 
IN BOX

Our most popular Devilstick packaged in a beautiful & sturdy, hang 

tab box. Each boxed set comes complete with the Devilstick, two 

handsticks and YouTube instructions.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1213

 

HB GLITTERSTICK 
IN BOX

Our Glitter Stick packaged in a beautiful & sturdy, hang tab 

box. Each boxed set comes complete with the Glitter Stick, two 

handsticks and YouTube instructions.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1702

 

HB FLOWERSTICK 
- BULK

Made from Canadian maple dowel with thick rubber tassels, 

this devilstick is easy to perform tricks because of the slow 

performance speed. Our most popular devilstick.

Set comes complete with handsticks

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1211

* sold individually

 

HB GLITTER STICK 
- BULK

Our popular devil stick now comes decorated with laserdust mylar 

foil. Made from solid Canadian maple dowel with thick rubber ends 

for spectacular

Set comes complete with handsticks.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1700

* sold individually

 

HB NITRA 
DEVILSTICK

The core of the devil stick is maple, covered with a 2mm coating 

of electronic grade silicon / rubber hybrid. Tassels are precision 

cut from a high impact neoprene. Comes with two silicone / 

rubber hybrid handsticks

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1218

 

HB DEVILSTICK 
HANDSTICK SET

Two (2) rubber coated, Canadian maple, devilstick handstick set.

Made in Canada.

ITEM # 1212
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JUGGLING RINGS & SPINNING PLATES

No juggling routine is complete without Rings & Plates. 
 
We have been manufacturing these items for over 20 years!

HB JUGGLING 
RINGS

These rings are preferred by professional jugglers all over the 

world. Tough polypropylene in bright colors with soft smooth 

edges.

Made in Canada

ITEM # 1040

DIA - 12.75” 
WEIGHT - 113G

HB FLEX 
RINGS

The flex of these rings allows the creative juggler to invent never 

before seen tricks. The Flex Ring can be folded completely in half 

and will spring back to shape.

Made in Canada

ITEM # 1043

DIA - 12.75” 
WEIGHT - 113G

HB SPINNING PLATE

The easiest juggling prop there is! It is a skill that can be taught at 

any grade level. Its fun and very impressive looking.

Comes with a 2 pc plastic handstick.

ITEM # 1042

DIA - 9”

HENRYS SPINNING 
PLATE

A soft, slightly transparent spinning plate from Henrys.

Comes with a 2 pc plastic handstick.

ITEM # 1260

DIA - 9.84”

HB SPINNING PLATE - 
HANDSTICK

2 piece black plastic handstick.

ITEM # 1751

ASSEMBLED LENGTH IS 18.26”

http://higginsbrothers.com/en/
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POI
SPINNING

Poi is a great game of coordination and skill. It can be spun and twirled in many amazing 
patterns Dance, swing and play with this traditional Polynesian game.

HB LED POI

Each poi ball has a small button allowing the user to choose 

between a fading effect or individual bright colors. The poi balls 

are soft making them safer for beginners. Adjustable string length 

with reinforced dual finger grips for a firm hold. Comes supplied 

with changeable batteries. 76mm poi balls

ITEM # 1854

HB PENDULUM 
POI

Pendulum Poi is sewn from extremely durable ripstop nylon. 

This Poi allows the player to remove the inner ball so it can be 

converted into a practice poi

ITEM # 1558

HB SCARF POI

Made from weighted, yet soft fabric poi heads and brightly

colored chiffon scarves. The scarves have been hemmed around 

the edges to stop fraying. Made from strong and durable double 

nylon finger loops for comfortable spinning and a strong

ITEM # 1555

CONTACT 
PRACTICE POI 
70 MM

Pair of POI made with 70mm diameter, 100gr . Equipped with high 

quality components, including high quality ball bearing swivel and 

a 6mm smooth texture polyester rope. Perfect for beginners & Pro. 

Great for schools and circus.

ITEM # 1799

FIRE POI

Pair of fire poi with a new “fast kevlar replacement system”.

Manufactured with strong handles and a beautiful 50 cm chain 

made of welded rings for maximum safety.

ITEM # 1845
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MISCELLANEOUS
BUT STILL WONDERFUL

JUGGLING SCARVES

Scarves are excellent for teaching large groups of people to 

juggle. Very good for hand-eye coordination.

Float smoothly and slowly. 24” X 24”. Bright blue, red and yellow

ITEM # 1501

SET OF 3

HB SPINNING PLATE 
- IN CLAM

Our 9” spinning plate in 

clamshell packaging. Each 

set contains 1 plate, 1 2pc 

handstick, and instructions.

Packaged in Canada.

ITEM # 1042PK

LOWRIE 14 PANEL 
HACK

Softer than most footbags and therefore not as round. No need to 

break this one in Made from synthetic suede and filled with sand. 

Our favourite and most popular footbag

ITEM # 1409

SUPER STAR 32 
PANEL HACK

This hackysack is packed with sand and is the perfect weight for 

all sorts of tricks. Made from synthetic suede and this is a beautiful 

footbag

ITEM # 1415

HENRYS CIGAR BOX 
- WOOD FINISH

Henrys cigar boxes are hand crafted from beautiful birch wood.

Glued and taped for durability. Felt ends give good grip.

ITEM # 1051

7.5” X 5” X 2.25” 220G
HENRYS CIGAR BOX 
- GLITTER

Henrys cigar boxes are hand crafted from beautiful birch 

wood. Glued and taped for durability. Felt ends give good grip. 

Decorated with glitter foil.

ITEM # 1052

7.5” X 5” X 2.25” 220G

HENRYS LIZARD 
YOYO

The Lizard yoyo is quality German made product. An excellent 

flared gap shaped bearing yoyo featuring the Slider AXYS bearing

ITEM # 1237
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CONTACT
US

PO BOX 65568, DUNDAS, ON CANADA L9H 6Y6
(905) 627-8489,  1-877-225-5748

WWW.HIGGINSBROTHERS.COM

higgins@higginsbrothers.com   |   salesoffice@higginsbrothers.com  

MINIMUM ORDER IS $200.00 
(ALL ORDERS UNDER $200.00 ARE SUBJECT TO A $25.00 HANDLING FEE).

Drop ship charges are $15.00 per address. Opening orders are always credit 
card.  Net 30 terms based on credit approval, and will require a valid credit 
card to be on file in the case of late payments.  We will NOT accept credit 
card payment at 30 days for customers who have approved Net terms. No 
exceptions. FOB Dundas, On, Canada. Prices and product specifications  
are subject to change without notice. Orders will be subject to prevailing 
prices at shipping. No claims for shortages after 7 days of arrival of shipment. 
We reserve the right to make color substitutions without notice. Payments 
by credit card must be processed at the time of shipping only.  Customers 
with approved Net terms are to pay invoices by check on the due date. All 
HB products have a 6 month limited warranty. Products not manufactured 
by Higgins Brothers have a warranty of 30 days.  Any product that proves 
to be defective will be repaired or replaced . All damaged goods MUST 
be returned to our warehouse (with invoice) for inspection before a new or 

replacement product is shipped or credit will be issued.


